Why Buy Continental?
Innovative developments in the construction of our latest tyres offer:
• more grip
• enhanced fuel economy
• the capacity to transfer torque more efficiently
Our flexible carcass material also offers farmers the opportunity to reduce soil compaction by
running tyres at lower pressures.
The most efficient tyres for farming
In a test carried out by the German Agricultural Society, DLG:
• Our tyres were rated the most fuel efficient of all premium brand tyres tested.
• Our tyres delivered the most efficient transmission of engine power offering the best
ratio of tractive output to PTO of the brands on test.
Construction technologies that perform
New technology in the construction of our tyres ensures our tyres perform in all areas
critical to efficient farming.
Our single filament bead coupled with our flexible N.flex carcass material ensures a more
flexible tyre that can be run at lower pressure, thus helping to reduce soil compaction.
This stronger bead also ensures the tyre will grip the rim even at very low pressures.
Our d.fine technology lug design offer excellent traction and a larger surface area to
maximise mileage.
10-year warranty
Our state of the art production facility and techniques means we are confident about
the quality of our tyres . We want you to feel that assurance too, that is why we have
a 10 year extended warranty on all our products which also includes a 3 year stubble
damage warranty.

Take a look at what
our customers are
saying.
Alan Throw
Laurencekirk

Alan Throw runs eight John Deere tractors on his 2500
acre mixed farm near Laurencekirk. He has sourced tyres
from Soltyre’s Brechin Branch, for 35 years. Amongst his
fleet is a 6150R that does a lot of road work, but is also
used for baling, fertiliser spreading and breaking in land.
“It was refreshing to talk to someone who really knew
his stuff. Richard was able to explain how Continental’s
Tractormaster tyres had been designed for road use. He
has a long history in the industry and clearly understands
how tyres on agricultural machinery need to work. When
the tyres were fitted, he even came to the farm to weigh
the tractor and offer advice on running pressures.”
In the past Alan has experienced loud road noise and
tyres flexing on the sidewalls so it was important that the
new tyres for his 6150R would provide a better driving
experience. Safety is also important to Alan, whose
workers have expressed concerns over tyres in the past.

“I want my workers to feel
confident in their kit and be safe.
Tractors are getting bigger and
faster so it’s important for the
tyres to be able to keep up.”
Alan had Continental Tractormaster 650/65R38 tyres
fitted to the rear and 540/65R28 to the front in November
2018.
“The tyres are wearing well and give us what we need, so
I’m happy with that.”

Alan Throw

www.continental-tyres.co.uk/specialty/agriculture

Aubrey Evans

Aubrey Evans
Hereford

Aubrey Evans is a Welsh sheep and beef farmer with
a flock of 4000 Cheviot cross sheep and a herd of 50
Hereford cross sucklers spread over 1000 acres near
Brecon. The ground is hilly and often very wet. This
makes access with a tractor challenging at times so when
choosing his new tractor Aubrey thought carefully about
how he could improve grip.
Aubrey bought a new Claas tractor and wanted wider
tyres to give him a bigger footprint on the tricky terrain.
He took advice from James Rees of Agri Equipment in
Brecon and fitted Tractor 70 tyres supplied by Llandovery
Tyres. This increased the width of the tyres from the
supplied 380/85R28 front and 460/85R38 rear to
420/70R28 on the front and 520/70R38 on the rear.

“They give better grip and I feel
safer on the wet ground. This
winter has been particularly wet
and having the wider footprint
has really helped. The tyres are
especially good on the hillsides.
We have steep land and access
with a tractor can be difficult in
wet weather, but these tyres have
performed better than others I
have had.”
Aubrey has an even split between road and field use so,
whilst the tyres needed to perform well in wet conditions,
there was also a need for them to wear well on the road.
“The tractor has done 750 hours over the last 18 months
and tyres look new. I use my Claas for pretty much
everything. It pulls my stock trailer and I use it in the field
for baling work, fertiliser spreading and hedge trimming.
The tyres have performed well throughout and are not
really showing signs of wear.”

